A new class of ATR algorithms known in general as model-based have recently demonstrated some promising results. One major advantage of these new methods is that they are not only data-driven but they are also modeldriven. The fact that they are modeldriven removes the dependence of the recognition process on a low level segmentation process.
I : Introduction
This paper describes the U.S. Army's efforts under the ATR relational template matching (ARTM) program to develop both a single sensor f i r only ATR algorithm as well as a multi-sensor flir and laser radar ATR algorithm. The program's target set is ground targets at low depression angles of less than 6 and ranges of 500 to 6000m.
However, the algorithm is directly applicable to other target sets, including air targets, and ground targets at high depression angles. The ARTM program is a three phase effort. The goal of the first phase (phase I) was to provide a proof-of-principle demonstration of this new modelbased methodology. This was accomplished on synthetic flir imagery for the three class problem of M60A3 tank, M113 apc , and M35 truck. A comprehensive test and evaluation was preformed at the Night Vision & Electronics Sensors Directorate. Interested parties are referred to the report by C. P. Walters [l] . The goal of the second phase (phase 11) was to demonstrate this new algorithm approach on realistic field collected second generation flir imagery with a larger target set. The target set used for the phase I1 effort consisted of the M60A1, M35, M113A2, M2, MlAl, HMMWV, 2S1, BMP, ZSU23 , and T72. The phase I1 effort was just coming to a close at the time this paper was being written so only limited results on second generation flir imagery will be provided in this paper, however, overall preliminary results are once again promising. The goal of the third phase (phase 111) is to demonstrate this methodology for multiple sensors, namely FLIR and Laser Radar. This paper will concentrate on describing the general methodology and it's extension into the multi-sensor realm of flir and laser radar. Preliminary results obtained during developmental testing will also be given to illustrate the potential ofthis approach.
2: RELATIONAL TEMPLATE MATCHING

2.1: Background
For the last several years, the results obtained from traditional approaches to aided or automatic target recognition (ATR) have strongly suggested that these approaches have reached their performance limits, i.e. the point of diminishing returns. In general, traditional approaches include statistical classifiers and some template matchers. Specifically, traditional approaches refer to approaches that are characterized by a sequence of separate functions, frequently called, detection, segmentation, feature extraction, and classifier (statistical). In the case of template matching, the separate function of feature extraction becomes essentially the template and the classifier becomes some global measure of fit, e.g. correlation, matched filter, or one of a set of infinite possibilities. Traditional approaches fail for several reasons; however, this paper will only briefly mention two of them. The first reason is that they depend on a (low level) segmentation process.
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2.2: General Approach
ATR relational template matching, although based on the principles of rigid object recognition, does not approach this problem in dK typical brute force manner. In rigid object recognition, each different view of a 3D target relative to the sensor is regarded as a separate object to be recognizd. The obvious brute force method is to store all of these difkrent views or target poses and then preform some sort of global measure of fit, e.g. correlation. The first major drawback comes from the fact that as the number of targets increase the number of distinct objects that must be stored grows rapidly very large. Tbis has the obvious potential drawback of quickly limiting the processing speed to an unacceptable level. The second and more important reason is that global measures of fit uniformily emphasize the whole target template instead of weighting the various elements or details according to the model of target signature.
In contrast to traditional or brute force methods, i.e. global measures of fit like correlation, relational template matching solves the above two problems by the following. First, instead of uniformly emphasizing the whole object, relational template matching focuses on the differences between objects. This methodology approaches the problem of recognition as the problem of separating one object from another object rather than trying to recogni2.e objects in isolation with an absolute criteria. The speed issue is haded by a clever but well known search strategy, i.e binary search. The idea here is to always try and cut the search space in half with each question asked, e.g. the twenty questions game played by children.
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In order to keep the amount of computation to an ultimate minimum in the field, the strategy of relational template matching decomposes the ATR problem into two parts. The first part is the off-line construction of an efficient search tree. This process is done once for a given set of targets. Each node of the search tree can be thought of as containing a question which is designed to try and cut the search space in as close to half as possible. Simply put, the job of the off-line algorithm is to decide a priori what the best questions are that will accomplish the recognition task.
Therefore, the off-line algorithm produces an on-line or ATR algorithm with O(n log n) run time in the average case where n is the number of objects to be recognized (i.e. remember each distinct view or pose of a 3D target in the rigid object recognition problem is viewed as a separate or distinct object that must be recognized).
2.3: Signature Model
Currently, relational template matching uses only silhouette information and makes only weak assumptions qyrding flir target signature. The assumption made is that the intensity changes across target boundaries are in general larger than the intensity changes found in the local background. This general assumption allows for the transition from target to background to be either white on black or black on white. It is typical to find both types of target to background transitions on a single target even against a uniform background.
2.4: Probes and Relational Templates
(U) A probe is the most basic or primitive operator used by relational template matching. It is the simple question of whether or not a boundary exists between point A and point B, e.g. pixel A and pixel B. The precise location and direction of an edge is unreliable information due to discretization and noise. Therefore, probes are used to determine the presence or absence of an edge only to within 2a4 a given approximation. A relational template is a collection of probes (i.e. basic questions) and their interrelationship.
2.5: Automatic Design of the Decision lkee or ATR Algorithm
The decision tree or ATR algorithm is designed off-line once and for all for a given set of targets. If the target set changes or the addition of a new target is necessary, then the off-line process must be run again. The off-line process consists of constructing a tree (i.e. a recursive partitioning of the different aspects of the targets of interest) and a relational template or set of questions for each node of the tree that will accomplish this partition on-line. Because only silhouette information is currently used, BRL CAD models can be used to automatically generate the 2D silhouettes from distinct poses of the 3D targets of interest. The BRL CAD models are very detailed models. However, this level of detail is too fine and is therefore not totally consistent with the features seen through a flir at interesting ranges. Therefore, these features were removed from the CAD models and do not appear in the silhouettes generated from them. Features removed include antenna's and usually gun barrels.
identification of vehicle type and aspect seen by viewer) that is reasonable to obtain. Silhouettes for the same target that only differ by a small amount as defined by a similarity measure are combined. The combined silhouettes represent the finest level of aspect identification possible and are called ribbons for obvious reasons. Figure 2 shows two fine level ribbons (i.e. terminal nodes of the decision tree) one for the T72 and one for the M60A1.
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Figure 2
(U) Once the fine level ribbon? have been constructed, there are two ways to construct the tree. One option is to recursively partition the set of silhouettes into two disjoint sets based of a measure of similarity, i.e., build the tree fiom the root down. The second option is to group silhouettes in a recursive pairwise manner based on a measure of similarity, i.e., build the tree from the bottom up, The second option was chosen by our team and Figure  3 illustrates the top portion of a IO-class tree showing the boundary type of relational templates. The targets for which this tree was constructed are the M60A1, M35, M113A2, M2, MlAI, HMMWV, 2S1, BMP, ZSU23, and
T72.
(U) Once the silhouettes have been constructed, the next step is to decide the finest level of aspect identification (i.e. The relational template matching approach uses two types of relational templates. The two types are called boundary and competition. The boundary type of relational template is designed for each node of the search tree by an off-line process while the competition templates are designed on-line. The boundary relational templates use only the silhouette information contained in the particular set of objects that a particular node of the search m e represents. In other words, the boundary templates try only to establish that an object within a given approximation could be located at a particular x and y location in an image.
Boundary templates basically try to distinguish objects of interest from clutter whereas competition templates only distinguish one object of interest from another object of interest. The competition relational templates are designed on-line, and their job is to make the final determination as to whether the object is; for example, an M60A1 or an "2, i.e. compete the fuK level ribbons that have been confumed by the boundary templates as being potentially the identity of the object in the image.
The competition relational templates have to be designed on-line because it is not really feasible to reliably predict off-line which objects will survive the boundary tests to become competitors. The construction of competition templates off-line was tried with the predicted competitors being determine based on a similarity measure between silhouettes. It was observed that internal thermal structure (which is not modeled/used at this point) caused two different objects that had extremely different silhouettes to become competitors. For example, a HMMWV frequently fit very nicely on the hot engine of a tank and frequently fit with a near prefect score causing it to be the winner for boundary tests alone.
However, although off-line competition relational templates could not correct this, online competition templates have no problem in choosing the correct answer in this case. Figure 4 illustrates the relational boundary templates for the near broadside views of the MOA1 and the T72. 
2.6: Multi-Sensor Fusion with Relational Template matching
Relational template matching provides a natural framework for multi-sensor fusion. In fact, the relational template matching paradigm is a method to assure intelligent inference from the interaction between data and the model of target. Consequently, target model structure for multiple senson is sufficient to obtain multi-sensor fusion at the pixel level by this method of local probes and since the target structures for different sensors a~ connected/related locally, fusion can be obtained at the pixel level or probe level.
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This can be easily seen by considering the fusion of the laser radar or TV with the flir. All three sensors produce images that have obvious connections through the geometry of the targets, e.g. the silhouettes. If we limit this example to the silhouette information only then it is very easy to see the connection The locations of probes/ questions used for the flir, laser radar, and TV could be the same. And, therefore, the coupling between the target model and all the data (i.e. single or multiple senson) takes place at each node of the search we. However, the specific tests at these locations although of the same nature, may be somewhat different in terms of specifics due to the nature of the information provide by each sensor. Figure 6 depicts the information used to automatically construct the multisensor ATR algorithm. A comprehensive evaluation on the training data at 15OOm consisted of 126 images or 504 targets, where the targets were at all relevant aspects, multiple contrast levels, aod multiple clutter levels. In this data set, each image contained 4 targets of the same type, one high contrast uniform, one medium contrast uniform, one low contrast uniform, ami one signature target. The low contrast uniform targets typically appeared nearly invisible or ghost like. The experimental results are summarized in the confusion matrices in tables 1-3. Table 1 shows the performance over all aspects, signature types, contrast levels, and clutter levels. The overall probability of detection was 76% with conditional identification of 92%. This is with 0 false alarms per field of view in the low clutter images and 1.5 false a l m s per field of view in the high clutter images. Table 2 OTA M113 1 2 1 Table 3 The ARTM algorithm developed under Phase I1 of this effort for real second generation flir imagery was nearing completion at the time this paper was being written; aod therefore, only very preliminary numbers were available.
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The following confusion matrix shown in table 4 depicts the results of the 10 class problem of M60A1, M35, M113A2, M2, MIAI, HMMWV, 2S1, BMP, ZSU23, and T72 on limited second generation flirimagery taken at 2km at Yuma Arizona. Other imagery taken at Yuma was used to set the three on-line parameters. Two hundred and fortv was .99 with a conditional probability of identification of .62 and unconditional probability of identification of .61. The unconditional probability of identification of each target achieved was as follows: MI 13 60%, M35 76%, 
3.0: CONCLUSION
The model-based approach of relational template matching has demonstrated and continues to demonstrate promising performance results. The goal over the next year is to implement this approach for the multiple sensor suite of FUR and Laser Radar.
